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Summary: Thunder the Night fury lands on Berk, and following her, the
mysterious dragon who ruined her life. Will she make friends with
those on Berk, or will she even survive. Rated T for
Violence.

    Power of the Night Fury

**Inspiration hit me in the middle of the night. And by that I mean I
had a dream about it. This is probably the worst writen part of the
story. Now I give you, Power of the Night Fury.**
 
><strong>Disclaimer: I do not own How to train your Dragon or
anything else mentioned.<strong>

Chapter 1 - Prologue

No ones POV

Long ago on Blackfire Island, there was a brother and sister, who
were Night Furys. Theyre parents always told them about a place where
dragons would happy and never have to worry about survival called
Berk. That was the last thing they told them before they left to get
food. Next morrning they were found dead floating in the ocean around
the island.

The older dragon, Shade told his little Sister, Thunder

"its time to leave, lets go find Berk"

Thunder`s POV

Three years later, we still searching for Berk. Everyone who ever
gave us a place to stay, not to long later, theyre dead. It seems as
if something is following us, always watching us. I heard from a
dragon named Blackspear that an island called Berk was no to far from



here. But he said that legend has it, there is an evil water beast
that lives in the sea here. He said it would kill any dragon that got
close. It was probably nothing

Shade and I headed toward Berk, but as soon as I saw a small island
in the distance, a storm appeared. It was so dark I could only see
Shade`s silouet when he was flying right next to me.

After a little flying through it I heard Shade roar. I turned to see
his silouet fighting with another dragon. The dragon he was fighting
with was shaped like a Nightmare but was bigger, leaner, had the
wings of a Night Fury, smaller horns, with a trident like tail. I
knew I had never seen this kind of dragon before. While it and my
brother fought, I didn`t know what to do until I heard Shade`s
voice,

"THUNDER, RUN!"

I knew my only choise was fly away as fast as posible. I flew for
berk, but when I was almost there a light as bright as the sun lit up
behind me. I turned to see Shade fall out of the sky. Below, at the
surface of the water, txo giagantic waves were moving toward each
other, just before they collided they changed into what looked like
the mouth of the biggest dragon ever. My brother fell into its mouth,
it then closed going back under water, as if it never happened.

I then heard an evil laugh as I blacked out.

**Wow My dreams are crazy. Please Review, follow, and/ or favorite.
see you next chapter.**

End
file.


